A physically unclonable function (PUF) is an embedded hardware security measure that provides protection against counterfeiting. Here we present our work on using an array of randomlymagnetized micron-sized ferromagnetic bars (micromagnets) as a PUF. We employ a 4 µm thick surface layer of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond to image the magnetic fields from each micromagnet in the array, after which we extract the magnetic polarity of each micromagnet using image analysis techniques. After evaluating the randomness of the micromagnet array PUF and the sensitivity of the NV readout, we conclude by discussing the possible future enhancements for improved security and magnetic readout. arXiv:2002.07952v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 
INTRODUCTION
Physically unclonable functions (PUFs) are physical entities that are intrinsically built into an object, are difficult to duplicate, and serve as a unique identifier (fingerprint) for the object [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A PUF relies on uncontrollable randomness inherent to the manufacturing process to provide the identifier for each object. Many PUF implementations exploit random variations in semiconductor device fabrication, while others use alternative sources of randomness (such as fibers in a banknote or etch pit lengths in a compact disc). The PUF security comes from the fact that copying an individual one is difficult. To clone a particular PUF instance, a counterfeiter would need to use a prohibitively sophisticated fabrication method or make many instances before randomly producing a similar one. In addition to being easy to manufacture but difficult to copy, a PUF should be easy to characterize, have a reproducible output when characterized, be random and unique, and ideally be low-cost and resilient to the environment. In this work we investigate a PUF based on the random magnetization directions in an array of fabricated micron-sized ferromagnetic bars (micromagnets) on a silicon wafer, together with optical magnetic readout using nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defect centers in diamond.
NV centers are magnetically-sensitive fluorescent defects that are used for quantum magnetic sensing in basic and applied sciences [7] [8] [9] . When used to image magnetic fields from sources external to the diamond, NV magnetic imagers offer room-temperature operation, micron-scale spatial resolution (set by the optical diffraction limit), a small sample-sensor distance (as small as a few nanometers), and parallel multi-pixel readout over a few-millimeter field of view. Previous NV widefield magnetic imager experiments have studied the magnetic domains in a hard drive, superconducting and ferromagnetic phase transitions, and current flow in graphene, as well as other applications in geology and biology [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Figure 1 shows the schematic layout for our NV magnetic imaging experiment. Each micromagnet in the array has an easy magnetic axis that constrains the magnetic moment to be oriented in one of two directions (along ±y). These micromagnets have random magnetic moment orientations (polarities) at the time of fabrication, which serve as the unique identifier for the PUF. We used nickel as an initial trial material, as nickel micromagnets are simple to fabricate and have a high enough remanence and coercivity to preserve their magnetic moments in few-mT fields. The magnetic field map of an individual micromagnet (measured a few microns away) is well described by a magnetic dipole along the ±y direction, and we use an NV magnetic imaging setup to obtain the polarity of each micromagnet in the array.
An NV widefield magnetic imager allows us to measure all micromagnets simultaneously instead of using serial acquisition with a scanning single-pixel magnetometer, as with a magnetic force microscope (MFM) or a scanning SQUID microscope. Additionally, unlike a microscope based on the magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) which exploits the Faraday rotation of reflected light from a magnetized surface, the NV magnetic imager measures magnetic fields in a plane above the sample. This means the micromagnet PUF can be isolated beneath an opaque layer, protecting the micromagnets from oxidation and making them harder for a counterfeiter to access, while still being readable with an NV magnetic imager. These advantages enable us to read out the micromagnet array quickly and with high sensitivity (as fast as 10 4 micromagnet states in a few seconds). This work demonstrates that fabricating micromagnet arrays and reading them out with an NV magnetic imager setup is a feasible approach for hardware security, though we note that there is room for additional optimization. Furthermore, this method fulfills the requirements of being straightforward to manufacture, easy to characterize, random, low-cost, and robust. A 532 nm pump laser beam illuminates the NV layer, causing them to fluoresce red light that is imaged by a microscope onto a camera sensor. We apply a probe microwave field to interrogate the transition frequencies between NV ground-state magnetic sublevels (microwave wire not shown). (c) Example B111 magnetic field map from two isolated micromagnets, with moments along +y and −y (corresponding to binary 1 and 0 states).
METHODS
Our PUF implementation includes three components ( Fig. 1 ): (i) fabricating the micromagnet array, (ii) measuring the micromagnet polarity states with a widefield magnetic microscopy setup based on NV centers in diamond, and (iii) converting the resulting magnetic image into a binary string (0 or 1 for magnetic polarity along −y or +y) using image analysis. The binary string of micromagnet polarities serves as the identifier for the PUF. In this section we discuss details of the fabrication, readout, and analysis methods we used.
Micromagnet array fabrication
We fabricated nickel micromagnet arrays on a silicon substrate with 1 µm thick thermal oxide. First, we performed electron-beam lithography using a 30 keV electron beam with 950A7 PMMA as the resist. After developing the patterns in MIKB/IPA (1:3), we deposited 50 nm of nickel, followed by lift-off.
Our micromagnet arrays contain 10 4 micromagnets in a 100×100 grid. The array pitch is 10 µm in both the x and y directions (1×1 mm 2 total area), and each micromagnet has dimensions of 1×4 µm 2 . Figure 2 includes magnetic and optical images of a typical micromagnet array. Using bar-shaped micromagnets constrains the magnetic moments along the ±y direction, which allows us to assign a binary 0 or 1 to each micromagnet moment along −y or +y and simplifies the post-measurement analysis.
In addition to fabricating uniformly-spaced micromagnet arrays, we also fabricated micromagnets of different sizes and variable spacings (as small as 2 µm). We added a 20 nm Al 2 O 3 top layer to protect the nickel micromagnets from oxidation. Analyzing individual micromagnets confirms that the magnetic field map we measure from each micromagnet is well described by a magnetic dipole model and allows us to extract the effective altitude at which the NV layer measures the micromagnets (the standoff distance). Imaging the variable-spaced micromagnets enables us to determine the smallest-resolvable micromagnet spacing.
Magnetic microscopy readout
We placed a diamond chip with a 4 µm NV layer (grown with isotopically-enriched 12 C abundance) on top of the micromagnet array. By illuminating the NV layer with 532 nm laser light, interrogating the transition frequencies between the NV ground-state magnetic sublevels with a probe microwave field, and imaging the NV fluorescence intensity with an optical microscope onto a camera sensor, we measured the magnetic field the NVs experience in every pixel. This produces an image of the magnetic field in the NV layer, from which we obtain the polarity of each micromagnet in the array. We minimize the distance between the NV layer and the micromagnet array to maximize the measured field strength and the spatial resolution.
NV magnetic imaging is an efficient readout tool for micromagnet arrays of this scale because we can image the magnetic field in every pixel simultaneously (rather than raster-scanning a single-pixel detector). Our NV magnetic microscopy instrument has few-micron spatial resolution, 1.09 µm pixel size with few-millimeter fieldof-view, about 7 µT magnetic noise floor in a 1×1 µm 2 pixel area after 1 second of averaging, and operates in ambient conditions. In this experiment we measured the magnetic field projection B 111 along the NV [111] crystallographic direction (called "projection magnetic microscopy" [9] ), which points ∼35 • out of the image plane ( Fig. 1a ). To simplify the micromagnet array image analysis, we convert the B 111 map to a B z map, which is the magnetic field component along the z-axis (out of the page) [16, 17] . Figure 2 includes a representative B z magnetic map of a micromagnet array measured with our NV magnetic imaging setup in a 20 minute experiment. This measurement duration is chosen to obtain a magnetic map with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of about 100, and could be shortened to a few seconds while still having enough sensitivity to acquire the micromagnet polarities. Since NV magnetic microscopy reads out the magnetic information optically, we can overlay magnetic and white-light optical images to constrain the micromagnet locations.
Magnetic Bz image to bit string conversion Given a measured B z map, we use image analysis techniques from the Python [18] packages scikit-image [19] and opencv2 [20] to analyze the magnetic polarity of each micromagnet in the array. Since the micromagnet array may be slightly rotated in the NV magnetic image, we first align the magnetic array with the coordinate basis of the camera in order to simplify the analysis. This is done by first using Canny edge detection [21] to define edges of regions with and without micromagnet B z fields, then applying a convex hull-finding algorithm to find the polygon that encloses all of the points found by edge detection. The slopes of the lines that define the hull indicate the rotation offset of the micromagnet array in the magnetic image. The coordinate bases are aligned by simply rotating the data by this angle (1.3 • in Fig. 2a ).
Once the micromagnet grid is rotated into the x-y basis of the image, we identify the {x, y} coordinates of each micromagnet by dividing the rectangular area containing the micromagnet fields into a 100×100 grid of cells, each containing the B z field map from a single micromagnet. Exploiting the fact that the B z magnetic map for a dipole along the y-axis has symmetric positive and negative lobes [16] , we sum the B z field strengths from the top half and the bottom half of each cell, then take the difference, i.e. ∆B = B top − B bottom . If ∆B > 0 the cell is assigned a 1 state for the bit string (moment along +y), and if ∆B < 0 the cell is assigned a 0 (moment along −y). Using this method, we are able to reliably convert a B z magnetic map to a bit string for further analysis. This method yields the sign (but not the amplitude) of each dipole moment in the array, though the sign information is sufficient to generate a bit string.
Our B z image to bit string conversion method is well suited to this work, due to its simplicity and robustness. We considered several alternative (but more nontrivial) analysis approaches, including fitting every micromagnet to extract the vector moments, using spatial convolutions or matched filters to locate and analyze each micromagnet, and comparing the magnetic field maps from different micromagnet arrays using image comparison software tools (for cases where the micromagnets are too close together to resolve individually).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To understand how to further optimize the micromagnet array PUF and NV readout characteristics, we now assess the NV measurement standoff distance (the effective altitude at which the NV layer measures the micromagnets) and spatial resolution, the NV readout sensitivity, the micromagnet randomness, and the micromagnet coercivity.
Standoff distance and spatial resolution
For a PUF based on resolving individual micromagnet polarities, the maximum micromagnet areal density is limited by the spatial resolution of the NV magnetic imager setup. The spatial resolution is set by whichever of the following is the largest: (i) the air gap between the NV layer and the micromagnets, (ii) the NV layer thickness, and (iii) the optical diffraction limit [8] . We aim to minimize the air gap between the NV layer and the magnetic source layer, but this gap can increase if the diamond and sample layers are not flat, or if unwanted dust particles are trapped between them. Similarly, if the NV layer thickness is large compared to the sample layer thickness and the air gap, the microscope will image NV fluorescence from some spatially-averaged NV layer, leading to an increased effective standoff distance. Finally, if the other limitations are minimized, the spatial resolution is set by the optical diffraction limit ( λ 2NA , where NA is the numerical aperture and λ is the fluorescence wavelength). In our setup we used a microscope objective with NA = 0.25, which corresponds to a 1.4 µm diffraction-limited resolution for a typical 700 nm NV fluorescence wavelength, though this could be improved by using an objective lens with a higher NA or by using optical super-resolution techniques [22] . We determined that the sample-diamond air gap (about 1.9 µm) and the NV layer thickness (4 µm) are the main contributors to the standoff distance (3.6 µm), and that optical diffraction does not contribute significantly [16] .
To arrive at this conclusion, we measured B 111 magnetic images from isolated micromagnets. Here we used smaller micromagnets (0.25×1 µm 2 ) to ensure that we imaged the field from point-like magnetic dipoles (rather than extended sources). We fit the B 111 magnetic maps from 58 isolated micromagnets using a magnetic dipole model to arrive at a 3.6 µm mean standoff distance with this diamond sample ( Fig. 3) .
From simulations, a 3.6 µm standoff distance implies a ∼8-10 µm minimum micromagnet spacing needed to spatially distinguish neighboring dipoles. However, since the micromagnet moments are constrained along the y-axis and the locations are known, we can exploit this information to pack the micromagnets closer together while still being able to determine the state of each one. To see this, Fig. 4 shows the magnetic field map from a row of fourteen micromagnets with variable spacings (2 µm to 14 µm), together with a fourteendipole fit with fixed relative locations [14, 23] . The magnetic fields from the more closely spaced micromagnets start to blend together, making it difficult to distinguish between whether the source is one micromagnet or several closely-spaced micromagnets. However, given the known micromagnet locations, the fitting routine (and the eye) can distinguish each micromagnet state (for example: dipoles #9 and #10). This additional knowledge only helps up to a point; dipoles #12 -#14 are close enough together that the fitting routine is satisfied with modeling these three dipoles as two, assigning all of the magnetic moment to dipoles #12 and #14 while setting dipole #13 to zero. From this example, we conclude that even with a 3.6 µm standoff distance, the additional micromagnet position and moment direction constraints improve this minimum spacing to ∼5 µm.
With the current setup, resolving the moments from micromagnets closer than 2-3 µm apart is difficult despite knowing the micromagnet positions.
Magnetic sensitivity and noise floor
An important criterion for a PUF technology to be useful is that the readout should be reproducible and fast. Reading out a micromagnet array PUF with NV magnetic imaging readout satisfies these requirements. Repeating the measurement shown in Fig. 2a yields the same results. We note that the long-term magnetic moment stability will depend on the properties of the ferromagnetic material, such as the blocking temperature and coercivity.
Despite being able to measure 10 6 pixels simultaneously with an NV magnetic imager, the SNR in each pixel must be sufficiently high for NV readout to be a practical option. Given that our magnetic sensitivity is about 7 µT after 1 second in a 1×1 µm 2 area, we image the ∼20 µT typical field strength of the micromagnet array in Fig. 2a with a 0.2 µT noise floor (1%) after about 20 minutes. This SNR and measurement duration could be improved with stronger micromagnet moments, a closer standoff distance, and a better magnetic noise floor.
Micromagnet array PUF figure of merit
For a PUF based on a string of random bits, one figure of merit is the total number of bits. If we interpret this as the bit areal density (bits per mm 2 ), we have demonstrated 10 4 bits/mm 2 in Fig. 2a , though this could be improved to 4×10 4 bits/mm 2 with a 5 µm micromagnet spacing. This bit areal density is comparable to the bit areal density measured in a 1 GB magnetic hard drive in a previous NV magnetic imaging work (about 5×10 4 bits/mm 2 ) [10] . Having 10 4 random bits corresponds to an upper limit of 2 10000 unique identifiers, suggesting that random PUF state duplication is unlikely. This areal density is large enough that one can fabricate a compact micromagnet PUF onto a variety of electronics components as a magnetic tag.
A second interpretation for the figure of merit is the bit readout rate. We measured the magnetic map of 10 4 micromagnets in Fig. 2a with SNR = 100 in a 1×1 µm 2 area after 20 minutes (8 bits/s). This bit rate can be 100× faster if we relax this to SNR = 10 (a 12 second measurement). Moreover, when converting the B z map to a bit string, our algorithm takes sums and differences over ∼50 µm 2 areas for each micromagnet. This effectively increases our readout rate by about 7×. Combining these factors yields a 5800 bits/s readout rate. Note that the bit readout rate should be largely independent of the bit areal density, since increasing the areal density also decreases the area and the SNR for each micromagnet.
Micromagnet bit string randomness assessment
A PUF should be random to provide the best security against potential counterfeiters. This is because even with a perfectly-replicated fabrication process, individual PUF instances are unpredictable and unique, and thus unclonable. To characterize the randomness of a micromagnet PUF bit string, we used a suite of fifteen statistical hypothesis tests designed to test whether a string of binary numbers is consistent with being randomly generated [24] . Each test reports one or more p-value likelihoods of getting such a bit string from a truly random number generator (the null hypothesis), and we reject the null hypothesis for p < 0.01.
We applied these tests to the bit string obtained from the measurement in Fig. 2a . The full results are provided in the supplementary information [16] . To summarize, we found that this bit string passes most of the statistical tests with a few exceptions: the Approximate Entropy Test, the Runs Test, and some Non-Overlapping Template Test instances. The Approximate Entropy Test examines the entropy of different bit patterns of length l (calculated as f i ln f i ) for all 2 l possible patterns (each of which appears in the bit string with frequency f i ). The Runs Test counts uninterrupted sequences of identical bits (for example, 011110 contains a run of 1's with length 4) and indicates whether the values in the bit string are fluctuating too quickly or too slowly. Our bit string failed because there were too few runs, suggesting that the micromagnet polarities fluctuate too slowly. The Non-Overlapping Template Test searches for how often different 9-bit patterns occur to see if these patterns appear too frequently. Our bit string passed with 138 patterns out of 148. Note that some of the statistical tests (such as the Random Excursions Test) require a longer bit string than we provided, and were therefore not evaluated.
Despite the partial success of the randomness assessment above, this outcome is better than expected for this first attempt. The micromagnets were prepared in the Earth's magnetic field (B e ≈ 50 µT), meaning that naively they should be preferentially aligned with the Earth's field (or other magnetic fields in the lab) during fabrication. Even the weakly-magnetized 0.25×1 µm 2 micromagnet shown in Fig. 3a (m = 3.0 × 10 −15 J/T moment) has a large energy in the Earth's field (mB e = 1.5 × 10 −19 J) compared to the Boltzmann energy (k B T = 4.1×10 −21 J at 300 K). Furthermore, each micromagnet experiences the magnetic fields from its neighbors, leading to the micromagnet moment states potentially being correlated between neighbors in an antiferromagnetic pattern. Although these potential pitfalls may affect the randomness of the bit string we extract from a micromagnet array PUF, fortunately the example micromagnet array in Fig. 2a still passes most of the randomness tests without additional processing steps.
Micromagnet coercivity and remanence
NV magnetic sensing is usually done at nonzero bias field (1 mT or higher), which can pose a problem if this field is strong enough to remagnetize the PUF micromagnets. Furthermore, in order to preserve the magnetic moments from the outside magnetic or thermal environment, the micromagnets should be single-domain ferromagnetic (rather than superparamagnetic or multidomain). The micromagnet material, aspect ratio, and size determine its magnetic coercivity and remanence, both of which we aim to maximize.
To verify that the choice of micromagnet specifications suit our requirements, we measured the individual micromagnets with equal and opposite bias fields (±1.3 mT along the [111] direction) and compared the resulting magnetic moments [9] . Although the moments varied by a few tens of percent between the measurements, the polarities (which are used as the PUF identifier) were unaffected. Note that fabricating micromagnets with different materials (SmCo, for instance) may yield better coercivity and remanence than we get with nickel.
Overcoming current limitations
The idea of a micromagnet-based PUF has some drawbacks independent of the particular implementation details. A counterfeiter might try to copy a micromagnet array PUF by individually magnetizing each micromagnet with a hard-drive read-write head or an MFM tip. One can make this impractical by packing the micromagnets closer together, fabricating more of them in the array, or isolating them beneath a nonmagnetic protective layer (making it difficult to address a particular micromagnet without affecting its neighbors).
Compared to other PUF implementations, our micromagnet array PUF is categorized as a "weak PUF", since it provides one response state (the magnetic moment bit string) when measured [5] . A "strong PUF" has more security by having a large database of possible measurements and responses. One could adapt the current micromagnet PUF into being a strong PUF by making magnetic hysteresis or first order reversal curve (FORC) measurements, sampling from a large list of bias magnetic fields.
Further optimization
One direction for further improvement is to optimize the micromagnet density and the readout SNR. We can vary the micromagnet dimensions and spacing, the micromagnet material, and the NV layer thickness. By varying these quantities, we must balance the resulting tradeoffs in the standoff distance, magnetic moment, measured field strength, and single-pixel magnetic noise floor. For example, increasing the NV layer thickness increases the NV fluorescence intensity (resulting in better magnetic sensitivity) but can also increase the standoff distance (resulting in a weaker magnetic field strength). Packing the micromagnets closer together increases the areal density, but could also require us to use a thinner NV layer with better spatial resolution but worse magnetic noise floor.
To quantify their resilience to the environment, one can expose the micromagnet array PUF to a range of temperatures and magnetic fields to evaluate the magnetic coercivity, blocking temperature, and possible chemical reactions as the micromagnets age or heat up. Knowing these specifications is necessary if micromagnet array PUFs become a more standard anticounterfeiting technique, especially if they are used in extreme environments. Similarly, one might verify that alternating-field or thermal demagnetization can erase and reinitialize a micromagnet PUF to a new random state [25] .
There are materials better suited for micromagnet array PUFs than nickel. First, nickel is susceptible to oxidation, and other materials may resist viscous remanent magnetization more effectively [26] . Furthermore, the micromagnet moments in the current fabrication method are not uniform, as seen in Fig. 2a . This could present a problem if the fields from weaker micromagnets are overwhelmed by the fields from stronger ones nearby, which can complicate the post-measurement analysis (especially when packing the micromagnets close together). To further optimize the moment uniformity, coercivity, and remanence, one may experiment with different micromagnet dimensions and materials, and image the micromagnet hysteresis curves.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work we demonstrated the idea of using NV magnetic microscopy as a readout technique for an array of fabricated micromagnets. These components, together with post-measurement image analysis, constitute a PUF for hardware security and trust validation. A micromagnet array PUF is straightforward to fabricate and measure, has random magnetic polarities, and is robust against the few-mT fields used in the NV magnetic imaging setup. To further validate that each micromagnet PUF is unique, we must measure and compare many instances to confirm that the inter-device separation is sufficiently large.
A micromagnet array PUF has some similarities to a magnetic stripe PUF [27, 28] , though our implementation benefits from being more compact, having more bits, being CMOS-compatible, being able to read magnetic moments in arbitrary directions, and being more difficult to copy. In particular, one can use a micromagnet array PUF to tag sensitive application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for counterfeit protection. Conversely, unlike an electronic PUF, a micromagnet array PUF could tag unpowered devices. One could also use a micromagnet array PUF as a physical cryptographic key for situations where storing the key electronically is undesirable [29] . A PUF readout should be repeatable on short and long timescales; a micromagnet array PUF may offer favorable long-term stability compared to other approaches, as magnetic domains in geological samples can last for billions of years.
A magnetic PUF implementation could also work with other magnetic readout schemes besides NV magnetic imaging (such as scanning SQUID microscopy, MFM, and MOKE microscopy) provided that the micromagnet spacing and moments match the spatial resolution and moment sensitivity. However, using some of these tools would sacrifice the widefield parallel readout and the ability to sense the micromagnets below a nonmagnetic protective layer that the NV magnetic imager provides. We fabricated bar-shaped micromagnets for straightforward analysis and characterization. One could instead fabricate disk-shaped micromagnets for greater PUF randomness, since the magnetic moment vectors can point in any direction in the x-y plane rather than being constrained along the y-axis. Similarly, if we could fabricate micromagnets with moments along the z-axis, one could pack them closer together and simplify the magnetic-to-bit string analysis compared to a y-aligned micromagnet array.
in the clean room. Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-mission laboratory managed and operated by Na- In our experiment we used projection magnetic microscopy (PMM) [S1] to measure the magnetic field projection along the NV axis (the [111] crystallographic direction). For our diamond chip, the unit vector for the [111] direction is {0, 2 3 , 1 3 }, and points ∼35 • out-of-plane. For a magnetic dipole located at {0, 0, −z 0 } with a magnetic moment m = {m x , m y , m z }, the magnetic field (evaluated in the x-y plane) is
where µ 0 = 4π × 10 −7 T·m/A. Figure S1 shows calculated B z (x, y) and B 111 (x, y) = 2 3 B y (x, y) + 1 3 B z (x, y) magnetic maps for a dipole along the y-axis. As expected, a magnetic dipole model describes the measured micromagnet field maps shown in the main text. Since a B z (x, y) map is simpler to analyze (with two equal-sized lobes) and more compact than a B 111 (x, y) map, we calculate B z (x, y) using the expressions below. This simplifies our magnetic-tobit string conversion and improves the micromagnet spatial separation, allowing us to pack the micromagnets closer together without overlap. 
In our experiment we measure B 111 (x, y) = 2 3 B y (x, y) + 1 3 B z (x, y), and the Fourier transform of both sides yields b 111 (k x , k y ) = 2 3 b y (k x , k y ) + 1 3 b z (k x , k y ). Solving the above expressions, we get
After taking the inverse Fourier transform, we obtain the desired B z (x, y) map. Figure S2 shows an example B z map of an isolated micromagnet calculated from a measured B 111 map using this technique.
MICROMAGNET PUF IMAGING WITH A THINNER NV LAYER
As mentioned in the main text, the NV layer thickness is one thing we can adjust to optimize the micromagnet readout performance. A thicker NV layer means brighter NV fluorescence and a better magnetic noise floor, but this comes at the cost of larger standoff distance, worse spatial resolution, and weaker micromagnet field strength. Since the magnetic field from a dipole increases with distance cubed, a thinner NV layer can yield an improved signal-to-noise ratio if the field strength improvement is larger than the sensitivity reduction. However, this only works up to a point, since ensuring that a few-millimeter diamond chip lies on top of the micromagnet array with no air gap is difficult.
Here we compare two diamond samples: Sample A (which has a 4 µm NV layer) and Sample B (which has a 0.15 µm NV layer). Table S1 lists the relevant properties for the two diamonds used in this comparison. For Sample A (which we used for the measurements in the main text) we found a 3.6 µm standoff distance. Since this standoff distance is comparable to the NV layer thickness, it is not obvious how much the NV layer thickness contributes to the standoff distance compared to the air gap thickness. To overcome this ambiguity, we assess the standoff distance using a second diamond chip Sample B, for which the NV layer thickness contribution is negligible. Note that although the two diamonds differ in several aspects (such as NV layer formation method, 13 C density, nitrogen isotope, and magnetic sensitivity), these differences should not affect the conclusion. Figure S3 shows the standoff distance assessment with sparsely-placed 0.25×1 µm 2 micromagnets, for which we find a 1.9 µm mean standoff distance. This standoff distance is larger than the micromagnet dimensions and the NV layer thickness, providing a measurement of the air gap only. This suggests that reducing the NV layer thickness below ∼2 µm is impractical, since in practice the typical NV-micromagnet separation will not be shorter than ∼2 µm due to the air gap.
Note that the optical diffraction limit in our microscope is quite coarse (1.4 µm), but after simulating how optical diffraction affects the measured magnetic images for dipoles at different standoff heights, we determined that optical diffraction only matters if the standoff distance is less than ∼0.5 µm. Table S2 shows the full results of a suite of fifteen statistical tests of bit string randomness published by NIST [S3]. We applied these statistical tests for the binary string extracted from Fig. 2a in the main text. This table includes the calculated p-values and additional comments for certain statistical tests. Several of the statistical tests require a longer binary string than we measured (10 4 bits), and thus produced no output. Note that the Cumulative Sums Test, Serial Test, and Non-Overlapping Template Test each provide multiple p-value outputs. * pmkehay@sandia.gov [S1] D. R. Glenn 
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